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For demonstration, we’re going to describe the 
process for installing the MCG Tactical Laser Sight 
onto a Springfield XD, but the process is the same 
for most modern handguns, including Glocks, 
M&Ps, Berettas,etc.

Step One: First things first, make sure your fire-
arm is in completely safe and unloaded condition 
before you begin. Next, identify the placement of  
your gun’s rail system. 

Step Two: Remove the MCG Tactical Laser 
Sight from the packaging and locate the 3 batteries 
(included), along with the 3 hex keys (also included).

Step Three: Using the larger hex wrench, open 
the compartment labeled “Battery” and install all 
three batteries, positive side facing up. You may 
want to use your hex wrench to gently push the first 
battery to the bottom of  the compartment. 

Step Four: Re-install the battery cap and engage 
the sight’s power switch to confirm that the red 
laser is indeed shining. If  not, you’ll want to double 
check that you’ve installed all 3 batteries correctly. 

Step Five: Use the large hex key to loosen the 
sight’s mounting cross-bolt. Hold it up to your 
weapon’s rail to eyeball the width until the sight’s 
mounting brackets will easily slide over both sides 
of  your gun’s accessory rail. The bracket is hinged 
to allow for fitment.

Step Six: Seat your tactical laser onto the rail 
system and use the large hex wrench to tighten the 
mounting bracket. Double check to ensure that 
there is no movement or wobble, as this sight will 
need to withstand your firearm’s recoil. 

Step Seven: Pick a wall in your garage or home 
and stand 10 feet away. Turn your laser sight on and 
hold your firearm (in this case, a handgun) in your 
normal shooting stance. Note where the laser dot 
appears on the wall in reference to your open sights. 

Step Eight: Make adjustments to the elevation 
and windage screws using your smallest hex wrench. 
Your goal is to adjust the laser until the dot appears 
directly at your gun’s point of  aim. 

A fairly close zero can be achieved without a trip 
to the range, however fine tuning may be necessary 
when you actually begin shooting with your new 
laser sight. Dry fire practice with your new sight is 
an ideal way to adjust to your weapons new “furni-
ture.” Now get out to the range and punishing some 
bullseyes!

How to  
Install Your New 
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